
Short essay – Z for Zachariah
Assessment focuses: AF2, AF3, AF4, AF5, AF6

Context

In this sequence of lessons pupils chose a novel to read and study in groups of three
or four. Pupil I's group of four chose Z for Zachariah by Robert C. O'Brien. They read
and discussed the novel and gave a short presentation to the class outlining what
they agreed to be the book's best features. Their final task as a group was to identify
a question that readers were left considering at the end of the novel. Their question
was whether Mr Loomis was beyond redemption. After some group discussion they
individually wrote short essays in response to the question.

Pupil's work
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Objectives: • To write a short essay describing briefly whether or not Mr Loomis is
beyond redemption.Do you believe that Mr Loomis is completely beyond
redemption?The novel 'Z for Zachariah' by Robert C. O'Brien describes the extreme
relationship and conditions that the possible last two people on Earth live under;
these two people being Mr Loomis and Ann Burden. When Mr Loomis' quest for life
on Earth came to an end with his finding of the valley, Ann's quest for freedom
began. Mr Loomis evidently attempted to control her in all ways possible, however
could his actions be completely redeemed?To begin with, I consider Mr Loomis to be
beyond forgiveness as he limits the basic resources that Ann needs to survive. For
instance, towards the end of chapter 21 Mr Loomis makes it evident to Ann that he
has "decided to keep the key" to the tractor In the house" to try to blackmail her into
coming back to him. This is outrageous as without the tractor she cannot grow the
wheat she had intended to in order to survive the winter. Furthermore, he states that
there are more things that she "is going to have to do without" for example the stove
that she "worked so hard" to install. This shows that he is mentally playing with Ann's
emotions and trying to manipulate her into forcing herself to come back to him.
Additionally he physically limits her food supplies at the end of chapter 22, as he puts
"padlocks on both the front and back doors" to the store, with this being her largest
food supply. He even resorts to attempting to starve her as a way of getting her back,
which shows how desperate and wicked he was.Moreover, towards the end of
chapter 23, Mr Loomis burns all of Ann's treasured belongings and leaves their
remains in a "smouldering pile." This is symbolic of more than just burning something
of materialistic value, as the items in the cave were memories of Ann's family, and
her cherished book. These were emotional support to her in times like this, when she
needed to feel closer to her family. By burning the objects, Mr Loomis had physically
destroyed all of the last remnants that Ann had of her family. This made her
noticeably more vulnerable and an easier target for him. This illustrates just how
disgusting and unsympathetic Mr Loomis was, and for this he is unforgivable.Also,
during chapter 18, Mr Loomis attempts to rape Ann. This is completely disgusting
and beyond even the thought of redemption. It really makes clear just how deceptive
and wicked Mr Loomis was, as regardless of what his intentions were, this is a crime
that cannot be forgiven.
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Excerpts from a book review of 'Z for Zachariah' written by Robert O'Brienhas. The
review talks about two characters: Ann and Mr Loomis.

Extracts from Z for Zachariah by Robert C. O'Brien.
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